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Our laboratory has been interested in the patterns of synaptic plasticity after cortical stroke in animal models. These protein expression studies suggest that regions both ipsilateral and contralateral to the stroke are involved during the recovery period. An emerging issue of interest is whether the recovered function is indeed normal or reflects some compensatory function. One approach to resolving these questions is to assess different patterns of functional recovery in patients who do and do not recover function with and without therapy and compare them to normal patterns.

Investigation of the molecular mechanisms of brain plasticity after injury suggests that functional activity stimulates this recovery and guides the development of functional pathways. Several investigators postulate that recovery from stroke resembles “use-dependent” learning. For this report, we review pertinent literature related to this phenomenon, assess how recovery of language resembles normal language function, and provide examples from our own research on functional imaging that assess patterns of activation related to recovery. The primary treatment modality that we review is constraint-induced language therapy (CILT), in which stroke patients are restricted to using verbal communication.

CILT is based on principles of constraint-induced therapy for other conditions. CILT is performed in chronic stroke patients with moderate aphasia by a visual physical barrier between participants and provided tasks they must communicate. Control subjects are allowed to use all forms of communication. In a recent report, the ability to communicate improved in both CILT and “control” aphasic subjects, but CILT-trained subjects used words more often whereas “control” subjects used more gestures and fewer words. This finding is particularly interesting because gestures are an important part of normal language development. Gestures enhance the use of words and facilitate communication, postulated to occur by a mechanism termed reduction in “cognitive load.” It is therefore interesting that in the case of the recovering stroke patient, gestures inhibit the use of words. This difference contrasts in an important way from earlier language development.

The evidence that the recovered language function reflects “use-dependent” learning is quite strong. One reflection of this phenomenon is whether training subjects to name objects or other types of word training is generalizable, meaning does the stroke patient learn only what they are taught or are they able to learn a wider communication scheme. Raymer et al show that intensive training for either nouns or verbs increased the use of words that were taught, but there was little if any spill over to untrained words. The frequent observation of lack of generalizability is also consistent with the concept that recovering language function differs from normal language development where exposure to conversation is an essential part of learning that generalizes to overall communication.

These features of communication after aphasic stroke led us to hypothesize that recovery of language function resembles learning a new language, where the rules, phonemes (meaningful sounds), syntax, and grammar need to be taught along with vocabulary. Of interest, there is a growing literature on the functional and structural substrates of learning a foreign language. There is evidence that the volume of left hemisphere Heschl gyrus, a subset of the primary auditory cortex, is positively related to ability to learn a new language. Functional MRI (fMRI) studies demonstrated that subjects who successfully learned a new language showed increased activation in the left posterior superior temporal region (plus right hemisphere activation) after training, whereas subjects performing at a lower level demonstrated increased activation in the right superior temporal region and right inferior frontal gyrus.

We have been exploring patterns of brain activation using magnetoencephalography (MEG) in aphasic stroke patients undergoing CILT. MEG is a noninvasive functional imaging method which allows for the construction of brain activation maps of extremely high resolution on the basis of measurement of the magnetic fields generated during sensory, motor and cognitive tasks, and recorded by magnetic flux sensors on the surface of the head. Our initial experience with CILT in a cohort of 16 subjects demonstrated that half responded to CILT based on improvement in a verbal task. MEG was performed during a word recognition task for spoken works where the subject was taught a series of target words and asked to recognize these words from a larger group.
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of distractors. Two blocks of trials were averaged and the event related fields time-locked to the words recorded using a whole head neuromagnetometer (4D 3600, 4D NeuroImaging). Source locations were coregistered on T1-weighted MRI obtained from the subject. The Figure demonstrates activation surrounding the injured left cortex time locked to 5 epochs of a 1000-ms recording. Comparing the subjects who improved in language ability after CILT to those who did not, the responders were characterized by a right hemisphere lateralization of activation pre-CILT which then became bilaterally engaged. Source locations were coregistered on T1-weighted MRI demonstrating plasticity of the brain response.

We conclude that use-dependent learning is a strong feature of language recovery after intensive training with characteristics that resemble the process of learning a new language. Functional imaging indicates that in increase in engagement of left hemisphere was important in recovery, similar to those that successfully learned a new language in fMRI studies in healthy controls. There are both mechanistic and treatment implications of this research. For example, it is possible that an important feature of learning both in aphasia and in a foreign language should involve emphasis on the phonemic structure of the language of interest. Preliminary results in a small cohort of aphasics given a phoneme-based treatment paradigm found suggestions of beneficial treatment effect, generalization and persistence. It is our intention to pursue these findings using both functional and structural imaging.
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